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1

INTRODUCTION

Humans are relational and social beings. We tend to converse more with, easily relate to and trust
the people we are close to, namely, our friends and family [59]. Due to this, we see the emergence of
technologies that utilise voice recordings of caregivers and loved ones in reminder systems [2, 24, 29]
and smart home systems [57]. These technologies attempt to leverage the closeness and familiarity
of the voices to improve the users’ responses. Beyond using voice recordings, current commercially
available voice user interfaces (VUIs), including virtual assistants (e.g., Google Assistant [44],
Siri [36] and Alexa [37]), use computer-synthesised speech made from voice samples of professional
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voice actors. These interfaces provide users with multiple (albeit limited) voice and language options.
With the advancements in speech synthesis technology and increased access to them [69], voice
synthesis is becoming more personalised and easier to use. Users now have greater opportunity to
generate voices just from samples of their own voices or audio they have access to [39, 64, 65, 70].
It has become possible to build VUIs that use synthesised voices that resemble our friends’ and
relatives’ voices, which we will collectively refer to as ‘kin’ voices.
The way VUIs sound has been known to have visceral and unconscious efects on humans, user
experience and society [67]. According to the ‘Computers are Social Actors’ (CASA) theory [52],
human-computer interactions (HCI) are also fundamentally social and voices are considered social
actors. These lead us to apply human social norms and personas to computers. With a growing
body of work and interest in the HCI community in designing and selecting voices [11ś13, 16, 67],
we were inspired to explore two research questions:
RQ1: What kinds of personas and attitudes do we apply to VUIs using kin voices?
RQ2: What are the key considerations when designing VUIs that use kin voices?
By harnessing kin voices as a design material for VUIs [67] and investigating these underexplored areas, this could be a step towards having kin voices as persuasive design [12], creating
VUIs which are more relatable and better-received than current ones. However, an overly realistic
and familiar-sounding voice could bring misuse, harm and distrust [47, 53]. We also aim to explore
how they could be designed to tackle these issues.
To answer our research questions, we conducted two user studies. The frst study involved
surveys and interviews with 25 participants to examine user attitudes, perceptions and experience
when hearing the voices from their kin in the context of voice interfaces and virtual assistants. We
examined aspects such as likeability, eeriness, perceived safety, persuasiveness, credibility, social
presence and co-presence, and we put these in comparison with existing commonly-used virtual
assistant voices. The interviews helped us to further understand their experience, preferences and
thoughts on the potential scenarios and context of use and misuse of kin voices in VUIs. Informed by
our fndings, we designed our second study involving a technology probe, KinVoice, an Alexa-based
VUI that synthesised reminders in kin voices. KinVoice was deployed within three households
for two weeks followed by interviews and co-design activities. This was to gain insights into the
social science factors of user needs and motivations in real-life settings, the engineering factors
regarding technical requirements and challenges, and to elicit new applications to inform future
designs. We propose design guidelines for building and using kin voices for VUIs, and discuss the
need to balance voice realism and usability with goals of security and diversifcation. To summarise,
our work contributes with the following:
• An investigation of the impact of kin voices on user attitudes and experience through our
surveys and interviews. We show how interfaces with kin voices were perceived as having
higher social presence and co-presence, more persuasive and safer (yet eerier) than interfaces
using current virtual assistant voices.
• An analysis based on the fndings from the interviews and technology probe. We form
guidelines for integrating kin voices with VUIs and highlight applications that may best
beneft from its usage.
2 RELATED WORK
In this section, we discuss related literature on voice realism, familiarity and design.
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Efects of Voice Realism and Familiarity on User Perception

Prior studies in HCI and human-robot interaction (HRI) have examined the impact of voice realism
on user perceptions by comparing human voices with machine-generated voices. Human speech
was rated more favourably and perceived as more persuasive than computer-generated speech [66].
Authors found that if the voices came from computers, both human and computer voices were rated
similarly. This meant that users were equally comfortable with either voice. Another study, involving
physical robots, compared users’ impressions of persuasiveness and charisma of two synthesised
speeches which replicated the speech characteristics of Steve Jobs and Mark Zuckerberg [28]. The
study showed that robots could beneft from increased speech melodies and charismatic speech.
Other aspects that researchers have looked into were the efects of human voices on social presence
and trust of recommendation agents [17] and virtual assistants [18] compared to using synthetic
voices. Human voices induced higher social presence and trust for both studies. By contrast,
Abdulrahman et al. [1] revealed that there was no diference in co-presence perception, trust or
working alliance between the human voice and machine-generated voice for virtual humans. Their
research also showed that machine voices were perceived as more eerie-sounding and less likeable
than human voices. Commonly-used speech systems were rated more comprehensible and natural
because users were familiar with them [32]. It is important to note that the efect of embodiment as
seen in virtual humans and robots might have afected user perceptions in many of these studies [3]
and is diferent from our case of investigating with VUIs without such human-like embodiment.
Thus, our work is similar to works involving intelligent personal assistants (IPAs). In Doyle et al.’s
work [22], repertory grids were used to identify the dimensions that infuence user perceptions of
humanness in IPAs. Within each dimension, construct pairs were formed (e.g., real or fake). Our
work examined several of these construct pairs, especially within the dimensions of vocal qualities,
interpersonal connection, partner identity and role. We also focused on quantifying the bipolar
pairs as measures for user perception. These studies gave us a preview of the potential efects that
kin voices in VUI could have on user perception and the evaluation methods and metrics that could
be used. Unlike these prior works that compare human and generated voices, we want to study the
efects on perception with the added factors of kinship and close familiarity.
The concepts of familiarity, recognition and trust could help us understand the efects that
kin voices have on perception and experience. Many entities (voices, images, etc.) are perceived
as familiar due to frequent exposure, and this ‘mere exposure’ efect has been found to alter
personal preferences and improve afect-based trust [43]. In interpersonal conversations, having
trust allows for more personal conversations and is essential for long-term and deep relationships
in humans [19]. Trust might serve as a bridge to more interactions with IPAs [19]. A design study
with elderly care home residents found that they would prefer virtual assistants which prompted
them in their caregivers’ voices [42]. Another study on designing smart home systems revealed that,
contrary to expectations of confusion, people living with dementia seemed to respond better to
voices they recognise and trust, such as someone close to them [57]. The CHIPP prompting system
used caregivers’ recorded voice reminders as they were thought to help with recognition [38].
These works focused on specifc groups of people and looked at caregivers as the primary familiar
voices. Our work encompasses friends and relatives who might be more familiar to users. A study to
develop a wearable audio-based system for mediating wisdom from mentors [60] found that users
wished to receive wisdom from those they consider as good mentors and those who they can relate
to; particularly, personal heroes, friends and family members. The authors have yet to explore these
wishes. Epp et al. [25] explored facilitating the recording of audio e-books in the voices of a family
member for improved accessibility of the e-books. However, their study was focused on evaluating
the system’s usability and not user perceptions on hearing the e-books in the familiar voices. Lastly,
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a study comparing user’s own voice, familiar voices (of instructors and lab mates) and unfamiliar
voices to design voice notifcations showed that familiar voices attracted more attention (were more
recognisable) than unfamiliar ones [7]. Users reacted faster to notifcations with familiar voices
than unfamiliar ones. Our work builds on the idea that familiarity brings attention and recognition.
We further explore it with kin. Altogether, these works provide a basis for understanding user
preferences and perceptions of various kinds of familiar voices. However, in this paper, we are more
interested in the voices of people with strong kinship or friendship, which is distinct from a familiar
voice such as that of a known actor’s. Kin voices are possibly more familiar and could be viewed as
having higher empathy and trustworthiness, yet their efects remain an under-explored research
gap that we aim to address. Furthermore, many of these works either propose using familiar voices
or have used voice recordings of familiar people. Our work not only investigates recordings of kin
voices but also the use of synthesised voices that sound familiar and similar to our kin.
2.2 Voice Design
Previous literature have proposed theories to explain these efects of voices in order to form
frameworks for designing voices in HCI. Many frameworks stem from the CASA theory [52]. A
core tenet of the CASA theory was that the notions of ‘self’ and ‘other’ are applied to voices,
or in other words, as Sutton et al. [67] have put it: łdiferent voices indicate diferent personasž.
This means that people appear to apply the same social norms and expectations to computers
that we apply to humans. The theory was derived from The Media Equation [63] which claimed
that łmedia equals real lifež and that humans are not evolved enough to handle digital media.
The CASA and Media Equation theories have been argued to have theoretical limitations [21, 30],
and were developed when human-computer interactions were rare and less complex [30]. With
the interactions becoming increasingly pervasive and advanced, researchers suggested extending
CASA to include that humans may develop and apply human-media social scripts (mental models
for interactions) to computers. The voices/personas we have in VUIs today might strengthen
stereotypes and ideologies that afect our social and cultural futures. Thus, Sutton et al. [67] proposed
to integrate sociophonetics and HCI into voice design through three strategies: 1) individualisation
through enabling a wider range and control for the selection of voices, 2) context awareness
through understanding in what context the voices will be used in, and 3) diversifcation through the
intentional design of voices which challenge stereotypes and speech ideologies. Cambre et al. [12]
agreed with Sutton et al. on the strategies of individualisation and context awareness, and added
that the medium (device) in which the voice is embodied also plays a part in the design as devices
have diferent appearances and functionality. They further postulate that voices can be designed to
intentionally misalign the voice with expectations and stereotypes as a form of persuasive design
to change user attitudes and behaviours. In this paper, we seek to analyse the efects of kin voice
VUI, and design them through these lenses and strategies. When looking into design guidelines for
KinVoice, we refer to three other important design considerations in which we will discuss:
Similarity-Atraction Efect: The similarity-attraction efect [51] states that people will prefer to
interact with others who are similar to them in personality. This theory has been expanded upon
over the years through HCI and HRI studies. Research on developing systems that mirror users’
conversation style [10] and grammar construction [20] support this theory. We see evidence of
this for sex and gender perceptions towards voices from robots as well [27]. A study on robots and
voice accents [68] show that users prefer their native accent. However, this might not be true for
all accents as a study in Singapore uncovered that a British English accent was preferred over the
regional Singaporean accent [54]. Thus, it is not a straightforward approach to explain the efects
of kin voices in VUIs through the similarity-attraction efect. Our relatives might have social and
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cultural infuences, and possibly even personalities that are close to us. However, our gender and
age would likely be diferent. Conversely, we are likely to have a diversity of friends who may not
have similar social and cultural backgrounds, but we might share interests, activities, geographical
location, gender and age. A broader range of factors would need to be considered.
Human-Like or Robot-Like: A major goal in VUI design has been to improve the machine-synthesised
voices’ human-likeness. Techniques, such as voice puppetry, have been used to design synthesised
speech that sound more natural and human-like through fne control by human voices [4]. Users
will expect human-like qualities from human-sounding interfaces [13]. However, users might be
disappointed if these expectations are not met. Nass et al. [52] argued that it does not take much
modifcation for computers to feel like social actors (CASA theory) and exhibit personality [51]; nor
do VUIs need to emulate the characteristics of human speech [49]. However, it remains undefned
and subjective how much modifcation (social cues) computers require [30]. Cabral et al. noted that
although human voices are more expressive, understandable and likeable than synthetic voices,
reducing human-likeness may not defnitively cause diferent perceptions in qualities such as
the virtual characters’ appeal and credibility [10]. Cambre et al. [12] further suggested in their
framework to consider making voices in VUI that are łdistinctly and deliberately non-humanž. Aylett
et al. [3] suggested that the designed unnaturalness of the voice or how robotic the voice is should
not undermine but should support the robot/interface’s personality. These are key considerations
to consider when designing kin voice VUIs.
Linguistic Content: Although it was shown that social cues in voices of VUI would override the
social cues of linguistic content [50], content is still a factor in how users experience and perceive
the voices [12]. Users would expect consistency between voice characteristics and content and how
well aligned it is with the voice persona. As such, users of kin voices VUIs might consider it strange
and might not appreciate it if the synthesised voices said content that their real-life counterparts
would not.
3

STUDY 1: IMPACT OF KIN VOICES ON USER ATTITUDES AND EXPERIENCE

This study aims to address RQ1, have an overview of how users might perceive and experience kin
voices in the context of VUIs and to compare this with an existing commonly-used VUI voice.
3.1 Preliminary Survey
The applications specifcally aforded by VUIs using kin voices were initially unknown. Our frst
assumptions were that the usage scenarios would be the same as how we use virtual assistants, such
as playing music and information search, due to their prevalence. Hence, as a starting point, we
issued a preliminary online survey which had an open question for respondents to imagine being
given a chance to use a virtual assistant which used a kin’s voice (łIf the virtual assistant has the
voice of a person close to you (friend/family), what would you use it for?ž). The survey was issued
through the researchers’ social media platforms, personal friends and relatives via word-of-mouth,
email and chat networks. We received 48 responses (mean age = 39.9, SD = 17.4, age range: 19 to 77,
24 male and 24 female).
From the responses, we extracted four scenario themes which we identifed as unique to VUI
design space and particularly suited for kin voice use: 1) giving a reminder that is directly related
to the person whose voice is playing (e.g., birthday or social meeting) (13 responses), 2) reading
out text or chat messages from the friend or relative in their voice (5 responses), 3) saying out
motivational phrases (3 responses) and 4) reading out stories (2 responses). We realised from the
responses that our assumptions had to change. VUIs have a wide range of usage scenarios and a
few of them (e.g., reading aloud on-screen text, long-form texts like reading audiobooks) are not
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limited to the applications we would normally use with virtual assistants. As such, virtual assistants
could be viewed as a subset of VUIs. Therefore, this preliminary survey helped us to expand our
understanding of VUI design, and these extracted scenarios were kept in mind as we designed the
main study.
3.2

Study Design

The main study used a within-subjects approach in which the same participant had conversations
with a simulated voice interface and heard phrases from the two voices representing two conditions:
1) kin voice (pre-recorded from participants’ kin) and 2) generic voice (synthesised voice used in
VUIs). For each condition, participants were asked to rate their attitudes towards and impressions of
the voice through a survey. After the surveys, we held interviews to discuss their experience hearing
the two voices, their thoughts on the usage scenarios presented to them and future scenarios, and
lastly, their thoughts on trust and how usage of the technology might afect their relationship.
3.3 Participants
Participants were recruited via invitation through university and community groups email networks, the university website and word-of-mouth. Participants were included in the study if they
were aged 18 or above, were fuent or native English speakers, had access to a computer with
a camera and microphone, and had access to the internet. Participants who did not meet these
criteria were excluded from the study. Participants were invited to ask a friend or relative to take
part in the study with them as their ‘study partner’. Ethical approval from the university’s ethics
review board was obtained and signed consent was given by participants prior to the start of the
study. A total of 25 participants took part (mean age = 42, SD = 17.4, age range = 19 to 74, 11 male
and 14 female). The study partner pairings ranged from siblings (1 pair, known each other for 67
years), to child-parent (2 pairs, average relationship time: 21.5 years), grandchild-grandparent (1
pair, for 21 years), co-workers (2 pairs, average relationship time: 2.5 years), friends (4 pairs, average
relationship time: 8.3 years) and spouses/couples (5 pairs, average relationship time: 21.1 years).
Three participants were non-native but fuent English speakers and were accustomed to speaking
to their kin in English. All of the 25 participants, except four of them, had used a VUI before. Six
participants were frequent VUI users (at least once a week), fve participants used VUIs about once
a month and ten participants reported not using VUIs often or rarely using them. Participants
indicated that they had used Google Assistant (12 mentions), Siri (10 mentions), Bixby (3 mentions)
and Alexa (1 mention).
3.4

Survey Measures

Three groups of 14 measures were formed for the survey (see survey items in Supplementary
Materials) which were inspired by studies comparing human versus computer-generated voices as
mentioned in Related Work (Section 2.1).
Social Presence, Telepresence and Co-presence (4 measures): We utilise the measures that were
previously used to assess virtual humans [1] and avatars in virtual environments [55, 56]. ‘Social
Presence’ refers to how users perceive the interface’s ability to provide salience of another person
or to allow that person to be noticed. The four items were measured on a sliding scale (0 to 100).
‘Telepresence’ refers to the feeling of immersion or that another person is present with the user
through the interface. The fve items were assessed on a 7-point scale. Co-presence has been referred
to as the psychological connection to and with another person and is usually measured in two
dimensions: ‘Perceived Co-Presence’ (11 items) which refers to the feeling that the ‘interaction
partner’ is able to perceive them and ‘Self-Reported Co-Presence’ (6 items) which refers to the
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feeling of being able to perceive their ‘interaction partner’. Items for these scales were measured
on a 5-point metric.
Persuasive and Charismatic Speech (4 measures): The measures of persuasive speech (speaker
persuasiveness, credibility, and strength) were constructed based on a study on human versus
computer voices in robots [66]. Each item was measured on a 5-point semantic diferential scale in
which the options were adjectives of opposite meaning. The ‘Persuasiveness’ of speech was assessed
via four items (unconvincing-convincing, negative-positive, harmful-benefcial, and inefectiveefective). The perceptions of the speaker was assessed in two dimensions of speaker ‘Credibility’
(honest-dishonest, uninformed-informed, untrustworthy-trustworthy, unqualifed-qualifed, and
insincere-sincere) and speaker ‘Strength’ (unassertive-assertive, timid-bold, inactive-active, and
meek-forceful). ‘Persuasiveness’ items and ‘credibility and strength’ items were adapted from a
9-point scale and 7-point scale, respectively, because we wanted them on the same and simpler
scale, making them easier to administer with the other measures in the next subsection. Measures
retained acceptable reliability: Persuasiveness (Cronbach’s � = .89), Credibility (Cronbach’s � =
.83) and Strength (Cronbach’s � = .70). We assessed how ‘Charismatic’ the speech was using the
items from the study by Fischer et al. [28] that replicated and compared the synthesised voices of
Steve Jobs and Mark Zuckerberg from a robot. We followed their measure in which users rated on
a 7-point scale how much (1: not at all, 7: very much) the speech corresponded to fve-word items
to describe charismatic speech (enthusiastic, charming, persuasive, passionate, engaging).
Perceptions of Voices (6 measures): The Godspeed indices [5] of ‘Likeability’ (fve items), ‘Humanness’
(four items), perceived ‘Intelligence’ (fve items), and perceived ‘Safety’ (three items) were included.
The item, ‘Moving rigidly-Moving elegantly’, on the ‘Humanness’ index was removed as it applied
more to animated entities and was irrelevant to VUIs. Reliability for ‘Humanness’ measure remained
excellent (Cronbach’s � = .93). We also evaluated voices through the perceived ‘Eeriness’ index
(eight items), adapted from Abdulrahman et al. [1], that was meant to be an alternative to the
Godspeed indices to include the factor of afect (emotion) [34]. All of these items were measured
on a 5-point scale. Lastly, the study compared the ‘Understandability’ of the voices. We adapted
two items from [1] to refer to the VUI voice instead of the authors’ virtual human voice. The items
were statements (łThe voice was difcult to understandž and łthe voice made it easy to listen to
the phrasesž) and were to be rated on a 5-point scale how much users agreed on the statements (1:
Strongly Disagree, 5: Strong Agree).
3.5 Voices, Conversations and Phrases Presented
Since we were interested in including the measures of presence and co-presence, it was appropriate
to simulate the voice interactions using the Wizard-of-Oz method through conversations as those
measures asked about the user’s perception of and with an ‘interaction partner’. In our case, the
‘interaction partner’ was a VUI and its conversations with the user were controlled by the Wizard-ofOz (researcher). We decided to present the conversations and phrases separately. We frst presented
participants with the conversations (we expected their verbal responses and answers) and let them
answer the survey items regarding presence, telepresence and co-presence (frst group of measures
in Section 3.4). Next, we presented the phrases (participants need not verbally respond) and the
rest of the survey items to not confuse participants with regards to what was meant by ‘interaction
partner’.
We developed our set of conversations and phrases, and prepared them via Google Slides1 (see
sample slides in Supplementary Materials). We used the recorded speech of the participant’s study
1 https://www.google.com/slides/about/
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partner saying out the required conversation content and phrases as the kin voices. Pre-recordings
were used instead of synthesised kin voices because large voice samples (more than 1-hour worth)
and good quality (clear and noise-free) samples would be needed from each participant to produce
synthesised voices of a quality and naturalness comparable to the current generic VUI voices. From
our pilot tests, the existing quality of synthesised kin voices that we could achieve with small
samples would have confounded Study 1’s results as the synthesised kin voices were much less
natural-sounding than synthesised generic voices. Thus, this was the simplest way to answer RQ1
without introducing such confounds. To minimise confounding efects of gender perceptions, as
highlighted in Related Work (Section 2.2), we prepared two conversation and phrase sets with male
and female synthesised voices to match the gender of their kin. For example, if the participant’s kin
was female (kin voice condition), we would present to the participant a female-sounding synthesised
speech for the generic voice condition. For the generic voice, we chose the voices available for
Google Dialogfow2 (for male: Automatic, for female: en-US-Wavenet-C) as they represented the
current common and quality voices used by VUIs. Each participant would be presented four slide
sets with one set for conversations and another set for phrases for the two conditions.
Conversations: We developed three conversation scenarios with a total of six lines of conversation
content that were related to setting up reminders, responding to a motivational prompt to exercise,
and asking the VUI to play music. Setting up reminders and the motivation prompt were from
the usage scenarios extracted from our preliminary survey. Playing music was one of the most
common uses for VUIs [6, 23]. When presented to the participants, they saw a quoted text in blue
indicating the responses that they could say to the ‘interaction partner’ but were not restricted to
say them in verbatim. The slide included an animated microphone icon to indicate to the user that
the ‘interaction partner’ was listening and that the user could go ahead and speak. When they did,
the Wizard-of-Oz would click to the next slide to play the attached audio clip giving the illusion of
interactivity.
Phrases: We developed 11 phrases that incorporated the common applications for VUIs (alarms,
weather, search and recommendations, smart home control, navigation, and normal meeting
reminders) [6, 23, 71] and the four scenarios extracted from the preliminary survey in Section 3.1
(personalised reminders, personal messages, motivational phrases, and stories/poems). The last
scenario was hearing quotes/wisdom from famous fgures [60].
3.6 Procedure
Interested participants were frst sent the participant information sheet and consent form to read
and sign. Researchers also confrmed if participants had a study partner. Upon receiving the consent
forms, researchers would request each person in the study partner pair record the conversation
content (six lines) and phrases (11 lines) in a total of 17 separate audio recordings. Participants
were not told the purpose of the recordings, they were asked not to discuss the recording to their
partner and to record privately. Once the recordings were received, we prepared the slide sets and
arranged to meet each participant individually (remotely or physically) for a main experimental
session.
Participants were briefed that the session would be about one hour in total as shown in Figure 1.
In the frst 40 minutes, they were instructed that they would converse with the ‘interaction partners’
and hear phrases from the two voices in separate 20-minute blocks (Voice A and Voice B). They
were not told that they would hear the kin or generic voices. For each block, the conversation set
was presented frst and participants were asked to fll in the frst page of an online questionnaire
2 https://dialogfow.cloud.google.com/
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that asked questions about co-presence, presence and telepresence. The phrases set was presented
next and participants were asked to continue to the second page of the questionnaire with the rest
of the questions. The order of the blocks was counterbalanced with either the kin voice condition
or generic voice condition frst. For the remaining 20 minutes, they were interviewed by the
researchers to describe their experience and discuss usage scenarios, trust and efect on relationship
(see Interview Questions in Supplementary Materials).
VOICE A - 20 MIN

Conversations

Survey
Part I

Phrases

20 MIN

VOICE B - 20 MIN

Survey
Part II

Conversations

Survey
Part I

Phrases

Survey
Part II

Interview

Fig. 1. Procedure for Study 1 Experimental Session. The survey, conversations and phrases for each condition
(kin voice and generic voice) were presented in two counterbalanced 20-minute blocks (Voice A and B).

3.7

Apparatus

The majority of the sessions were conducted remotely via the Zoom video-conferencing software.3
In the remote set-up, the simulated interface was presented via the screen sharing function on Zoom
and the interview was recorded via Zoom’s built-in recording function. Four participants wished
to have it conducted physically where we set up a laptop with an external screen for researchers to
present the sets. An external keyboard was used for researchers to silently change the slides.
3.8

Survey Results

The survey results are presented according to the three groups of measures as stated in Section 3.4.
The scores for each measure was calculated by taking the average of the ratings for the items in
the measure. The normality assumption was met according to the Shapiro-Wilk normality test
(�>.05) for the paired diferences in all of the measures except for perceived ‘Safety’. Thus, the
Wilcoxon signed rank test was conducted to compare the diferences in scores for perceived ‘Safety’
and paired t-tests was conducted for the rest of the measures. Interval plots are shown in Figure 2.
Statistical values for the tests for each measure are summarised in Table 1.
3.8.1 Social Presence, Telepresence and Co-presence: Participants rated experiencing a signifcantly
higher ‘Perceived Co-presence’ when conversing with VUIs using the kin voices compared to the
ones using generic voices (�<.001). It was not the same for ‘Self-Reported Co-presence’ where there
was no signifcant diference in ratings (�=.1). This meant that they felt that the VUIs with kin voices
were able to perceive them more than VUIs with generic voices but felt equally neutral (scores
were near 3) about being able to perceive the VUIs, regardless of voice. They also rated the VUI
with kin voices as having signifcantly more ‘Social Presence’ (�<.001) and higher ‘Telepresence’
(�<.001) than the VUI with the generic voices.
3.8.2 Persuasive and Charismatic Speech: Kin voices in VUIs were shown to be perceived as
signifcantly more persuasive (�<.001), credible (�<.001) and charismatic (�<.001) than generic
voices. There were no signifcant diferences in their perception of speaker ‘Strength’ for kin voices
and generic voices (�=.1).
3.8.3 Perceptions of Voice: Kin voices are rated as signifcantly more likeable (�<.001), more
intelligent (�<.001) and safer (�<.001) than generic voices. As expected, participants rated kin
voices as signifcantly more human-like than generic ones (�<.001). By contrast, we found that
3 https://zoom.us/
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kin voices were perceived as signifcantly more eerie-sounding (�<.05) than generic ones. Kin and
generic voices were equally intelligible (understandable) (�=.1).
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Fig. 2. Interval plots for survey measures showing the mean scores (square dots) and confidence intervals
(error bars). Top and dark blue item (A) for each plot represents values for kin voices while the botom and
light blue item (B) represents the values for generic voices. Doted lines between the means of item pairs
represent the diference in means with longer lines representing higher diferences. Significance levels are
presented on the right of each plot, �<.001:***, �<.05:*, no significant diferences: ns.
Measures
Perceived Co-presence
Self-Reported Co-presence
Social Presence
Telepresence
Persuasive
Credibility
Strength
Charismatic
Likability
Eeriness
Humanness
Intelligence
Understandability
Safety

Summary of Values
‘Kin’
Voice Generic Voice
(� ± �.�.)
(� ± �.�.)
3.58 ± .65
2.79 ± .65
3.15 ± .27
3.02 ± .27
59.39 ± 18.8
30.23 ± 18.8
4.62 ± 1.0
2.94 ± 1.0
4.21 ± .47
3.40 ± .47
4.11 ± .40
3.38 ± .40
3.56 ± .42
3.36 ± .42
5.34 ± 1.0
3.23 ± 1.0
4.46 ± .61
3.16 ± .61
2.87 ± .40
2.51 ± .40
3.99 ± .71
1.99 ± .71
3.98 ± .41
3.47 ± .41
4.14 ± .86
3.72 ± .86
3.67 ± .51
3.0 ± .46

� 24 Value/
Z-Value
4.31
1.67
5.48
5.87
6.08
6.51
1.69
7.39
7.54
3.20
9.97
4.36
1.72
216

�-Value
< .001
= .1
< .001
< .001
< .001
< .001
= .1
< .001
< .001
< .05
< .001
< .001
= .1
< .001

Table 1. Summary of means/median (M), standard deviations (S.D.), t-values/Z-value and p-values for the
survey measures.
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Interview Results

The interviews were transcribed. The transcripts were coded independently by two researchers and
analysed using the thematic analysis method [8] to generate initial themes. The researchers then
reviewed the coded data and themes to come up with our fnal themes and analysis as presented
below.
3.9.1 Kin voices as being familiar thus fostering connection and sense of presence: As expected, the
presented ‘kin’ voices were described as being familiar. This sense of familiarity may have created
the feeling of closeness and personal connection with the VUIs with ‘kin’ voices. P4 mentioned how
she łfelt connectedž with the kin voice. The idea was also evident from descriptions of generic-voiced
VUIs, łI felt there was sense of distance in the voice, it was like no connection and [it was] strange to
hearž (P11). Additionally, the familiarity of the kin voices may have fostered the feeling that their
study partner was there with them. This was felt to varying extents: from feeling that the study
partner was talking through the VUI, łI felt like she was talking over the phonež (P2), to feeling that
the study partner was present in the same space, łSounded like she was in the room questioning me
and reminding mež (P24).
3.9.2 Kin voices as being engaging: The increased sense of familiarity, connection and presence
may have made the VUIs with kin voices more engaging to listen to. We see this idea through
descriptions of kin-voiced VUIs that they were interesting to hear (P2, P14, P16), made them listen
more (P19, P20, P24) and could be summed up with P24’s statement: łMaybe you’re more attentive
to it because it is a familiar voice that you would listen to it more.ž
The diference in voice realism and tone of the kin voices and generic voices may be another
reason for why kin voices were more engaging than generic voices. The generic voices sounded
better (more natural) than many machine-generated ones they have heard before. However, they
were indeed described as not as natural nor expressive as kin voices. An interviewee used the words
łvery blandž (P16) to describe the generic voice. This could mean that the voice was not expressive
or it could mean that the voice was uninteresting to hear. Perhaps it could mean both. This idea
could be further unpacked from the two quotes: ł[It was] very machine-like. [It was] hard to listen to.
[It was] very cold. Didn’t want to listen to it.ž (P12), and ł[The generic voice was] not quite the same.
Wasn’t as bad for a machine-generated voice. They’ve got a coldness to them. It’s quite tone-y and
tangy. Better than average. But still obviously a machine. It’s the tone and intonation.ž (P23). The use
of the word łcoldž relates to the feeling of disconnection. Thus, the lack of realism and expressivity
in the voice tone may have led to feeling no personal connection, making listeners feel less engaged
and interested in the generic voices than kin voices.
3.9.3 Kin voices as being comforting: The descriptions of kin voices being łcomfortingž (P3) and
łcalmingž (P16) may have stemmed from the participants’ familiarity with the voices as well as
how they perceived their study partners. We see other descriptors, such as łheart-warmingž and
łreassuringž, as synonyms that reinforce the idea that the kin voices were łcomfortingž. It is possible
that the sense of familiarity made hearing from the kin-voiced VUI more enjoyable, as seen from
P24: łDefnitely when it’s a familiar voice, it’s defnitely nicer to hear.ž This, in turn, may have led to
them associating kin voices to the feeling of comfort and calmness.
3.9.4 Kin voices as being similar but still diferent to original voices: Participants felt that the kin
voices were very similar to the voices of their actual study partner’s voice. This made sense as their
real voice recordings were used. However, a few noted that the VUIs with kin voices were saying
things that their study partner normally would not (P6, P18). Thus, the VUIs felt diferent and as if
something was of.
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3.9.5 Kin voices encourage interaction and trust but in limited forms: If kin voices are engaging to
hear, they may also encourage acceptance, leading to increased interaction and disclosure. This
idea is captured by P24’s response: łI think I would be more accepting of it (VUIs with kin voices), if it
was a resembled voice instead of being just a total machine... You would interact more with it and you
would be more responsive to it rather than it being a machine generated voice.ž Furthermore, trust
in others or interfaces is often related to how much people are willing to disclose their thoughts,
feelings and information [59]. Several interviewees mentioned that if the VUIs did use voices of
their kin, they would be willing to disclose more to the interfaces: łOh defnitely, [it] would come
with associated trust and relationship. Having a voice that I know would defnitely [make me] open up
morež (P23). However, several also felt that they would be willing to engage in small talk and casual
conversations; however, as they would still be aware that they are disclosing to a voice interface,
they would not share as much with the interface as they would with their study partner. This was
captured in P19’s quote łI probably wouldn’t share really intimate stuf. But if it just [said], łHey,
how’s your day going.ž I’ll probably keep it light-hearted.ž Therefore, users might disclose more to
VUIs with kin voices but might not disclose personal or more intimate information, showing that
there might be improved but limited interaction and trust.
3.9.6 Interaction with VUIs with kin voices might afect relationship: There were mixed opinions
regarding whether the use of kin voices in VUIs might afect their relationship with their real-life
study partner. Several foresaw that there would not be any change. Several believed that they might
get bored or annoyed with the VUI and possibly with their study partners if they heard the kin
voices too often. Others felt it might make the relationship stronger, as P1 put it łIt won’t afect the
relationship. On the contrary, it would make the relationship with [study partner] more intimate.ž
3.9.7 Usage scenarios are useful if they are personal: From the conversations and phrases presented
to them in the kin voice condition, participants picked out the most useful and intriguing usage
scenarios for them. There were: personalised reminders, greetings/alarms, reading messages and
navigation in the kin’s voice. P19 explained ł...because I felt more connectionž and P16 mentioned that
it was because they had a łmore personalised feelingž. The scenarios of hearing weather information,
famous quotes and smart home control were brought up as not being useful to use with kin voices.
P18 felt that these tasks were łneutralž. P17 associated them with beingłimpersonalž. She emphasised
that these scenarios were mainly informational and she imagined these scenarios could be said
with any voice. From our comparison between their reasons and motivations for the scenarios they
deemed useful or not useful, we infer that participants found the scenarios useful to use with kin
voices if they were either directly related to their study partner (reminders and messages) or there
were strong associations and matching between the scenarios and what their study partner would
normally do for them (wake-up greetings and assisting in in-car navigation). In the cases of reading
stories and motivational messages, the mixed comments were because they either imagined that
their study partner could have read the stories and motivated them, or they could not imagine they
would.
3.9.8 Kin voice VUIs as a chance to connect with familiar and meaningful personas: The topic of
being able to use various voices in future scenarios was frequently brought up. Several wished to
continue using their study partner’s voice or another relative’s voice including parents, children and
even loved ones who passed away. Several wanted to use other friends’ voices including mentors.
Several also wanted to use the voices of famous people and celebrities, mainly because of their
impressions of the voices. P5 elaborated, łSomeone like Alfred Jackson would be great...[he] has a
calming and relaxing voicež. A few talked about the chance to use voices of fctional cartoon, or
anime characters. Two participants thought about using their own voice. Overall, interviewees saw
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the chance of using the concept of synthesising a voice in VUIs as a way to connect with people
who they are familiar with or personas who are meaningful to them.mentia. P9 elaborated that her
father had dementia and she believes that it would calm her down if it is a familiar voice as it is
more smoothing.
3.10 Discussion on User Atitudes and Personas Assigned to VUIs using Kin Voices
Social Presence, Telepresence and Co-presence: VUIs with kin voices were rated to have higher
perceived co-presence, social presence, and telepresence than those with generic voices. These
aligned with interview descriptions that kin voices made them feel connected (high co-presence),
like the study partner was there (high telepresence), and the VUIs with kin voices were engaging and
noticeable (high social presence). From previous work, there was no diference in the perception of
perceived nor self-reported co-presence between human and machine voices [1]. Thus, we postulate
that the familiarity of the kin voices improves the perceived co-presence Ð the feeling that VUIs
with kin voices are able to perceive and connect with them.
Persuasiveness, Charisma and Trust: Kin voices were also rated as more persuasive, credible and
charismatic than generic voices but not necessarily more bold and active (higher speaker strength).
The interview themes of kin voices making participants feel attentive and wanting to listen in more
ties together with the idea of persuasiveness and charisma. Since human voices have been shown
that it could sound equally credible to generic voices [10], we posit that having the familiarity of
kin voices in VUIs could make VUIs sound more credible than those using generic voices.
Participants identifed in the interviews that the kin voices were similar but the content of what
they said was not what the study partner would normally say. This presented a mismatch in the
content and perceived persona of the VUI, and might cause a negative experience as people are
more likely to trust and like a speech interface when the voice and content match in personality [50].
It could be why the interviewees were more willing to engage in small talk than to disclose more
intimate information. To some extent, this might indicate that there is still a lack of trust towards
VUIs with kin voices.
General Atitudes: Our fndings that kin voices were more likeable than generic voices were consistent with fndings related to human versus machine voices [1, 10]. People perceived VUIs with kin
voices as more intelligent and they felt safer with them compared to VUIs with generic voices. This
is supported by their interview descriptions that kin voices were comforting and calming. Contrary
to previous fndings that human voices were more understandable than machine voices [1], it seems
that in our study, kin voices and generic voices in VUI were equally understandable. This could be
because we used the Google Dialogfow TTS voices which might be more natural-sounding than
the Microsoft Hazel voice that they used. Prior work also found that machine voices were perceived
as more eerie-sounding than human voices [1]. However, in our study, kin voices were rated as
eerier than generic voices, even though participants did not consciously use the word ‘eerie’ or
other synonyms to describe kin voices in their interviews. This perception of eeriness could be due
to the mismatch [12] between the medium (VUI) and the voices (kin); people do not expect kin
voices to come from VUIs. It is plausible that this efect of eeriness and mismatch helps to explain
why kin voices and voice notifcations in the study by Bhatia et al. [7] attracted more attention. It
might then seem contradictory that people fnd it ‘comforting’ yet ‘eerie’ but we think it could just
mean that the perception of other factors (likeability, intelligence and safety) had a higher impact
on people’s attitudes than the perception of eeriness.
Finally, our participants had varied backgrounds and personalities, were from diferent countries
and were related to their ‘study partners’ in diferent ways. This could mean that kinship and
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familiarity have higher efects on user attitudes than the other factors such as social, cultural,
linguistic, voice quality and similarity-attraction.
4

STUDY 2: TECHNOLOGY PROBE

Study 2 was aimed at addressing RQ2 on the key considerations for designing VUIs using kin voices
through results from a feld test with one of the usage scenarios which was found from Study 1.
We employed a technology probe approach [35] to achieve this aim, with the social science goal of
understanding usage behaviours and motivations, the engineering goal of testing in-the-wild and
design goal of eliciting responses and new applications.
4.1 Design of Probe
Out of the usage scenarios discussed in Study 1, we selected the use case of reminder services for
our probe as it was identifed as one of the most useful applications and it made use of the ability
of text-to-speech (TTS) engines to generate dynamic speech content. We used the Real-Time Voice
Cloning (RTVC) tool developed by Jemine et al. [39, 40], based on the research by Jia et al. [41], as
it was open-source and was able to synthesise realistic voices with small amounts of voice samples
(a minimum of fve seconds).
The probe, KinVoice, was implemented on Amazon Echo Dot devices. We developed a custom
‘skill’, a third-party feature that can be installed and accessed via Echo devices, which enables users
to set reminders, issues reminders to users and plays the reminder audio in the voice of the user’s
kin (Figure 3). The user frst invokes the KinVoice ‘skill’ by calling its name and asking it to set a
reminder. It retrieves information on the reminder message, day, and time from the user. Then, it
updates the Alexa Developer Console server which helps to keep track of and issue the reminder.
The reminder data is also posted to a custom-made Django4 framework API that is hosted on a
Google Cloud5 server. The API generates the reminder message as an audio fle in a kin voice
based on a speech recording sample of the user’s kin using the RTVC tool [39, 40], typically within
10 seconds and uploads the fle to an Amazon S3 bucket database.6 Due to a security safeguard
for Alexa development, the Echo does not allow the synthesised audio fle to be played when the
reminder is issued. Thus, when the reminder is issued, the Echo Dot announces there is a reminder
for them and asks the user to play the reminder message. Finally, KinVoice plays the reminder
audio fle from the S3 bucket when the user asks and could be played at any time after the reminder
is issued, until the next reminder is issued.
4 https://www.djangoproject.com/
5 https://cloud.google.com/
6 https://aws.amazon.com/s3/

OK, reminder set

Kin Voice,
play reminder

You have a
reminder from
Kin Voice
Kin Voice, set a
reminder to go to the
bank tomorrow at 9am

This is for your
reminder at 9am,
go to the bank

Fig. 3. KinVoice interaction: User sets the reminder and KinVoice confirms (lef image). KinVoice issues the
reminder (middle image) and plays the reminder when the user asks (right image).
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Participants

We invited participants from Study 1 to take part. Two pairs of participants in three separate
households were selected. One of the pairs involved two sisters, one of them (who we will refer
to as T1, older sister, age 70) lived alone and the other (who we will refer to as T2, younger sister,
age 67) lived with her husband. The other pair involved a couple living together (who we will
refer to as T3 and T4, age 61 and 64, respectively). We note that they were community-dwelling
older adults (aged 60 and above). We chose the pairs because they were able to commit at least two
weeks of their time for the probe, lived in the same city as the researchers’ lab so that we could
assist in setting up and troubleshooting the probe if required and they represented two diferent
kin pairings (siblings and couple). They were allowed to contact the researchers at any time for
inquiries and were allowed to stop at any time.
4.3 Procedure
The probe was deployed for two weeks with each participant receiving an Echo Dot. In the week
prior to deployment, the researchers went to the participants’ households to setup the Echo devices,
to get them habituated to using the Echo and to get an idea of what their daily routines were. We
asked them to select amongst themselves whose voice they wanted to use and for that person to
narrate an article/book for 40 to 60 seconds as we recorded the audio samples. At the start of the
frst week of the probe, we met the participants remotely via Zoom for about an hour to introduce
the probe and its functions. We gave them a demonstration of how it worked and confrmed that
they are able to use it without trouble. An instruction card of the phrases that they could say was
emailed to them, which they printed out and placed beside the device. At the start of the second
week, researchers met with the participants remotely (T1 and T2 individually, T3 and T4 together)
for 15 to 30 minutes to check if they had any issues with the probe and to elicit comments. At the
end of the two weeks, the researchers met with each pair together at one of the pair’s home for a
1.5-hour co-design activity in which we presented a summary of their usage data. We encouraged
them to discuss their motivations for their usage, their thoughts on the synthesised kin voices and
the probe. We guided them to map out daily activities which were meaningful and important to
them. Lastly, they brainstormed opportunities and potential ways to use VUIs with kin voices to
address any frustrations associated with their activities.
4.4 Findings
The check-in interviews were transcribed and coded independently by two researchers. We referred
to this coded data and the participants’ usage data as we prepared our discussion and co-design
activity materials at the end of the probe. For each pair, we report our fndings on 1) their needs,
motivations and usage behaviour, 2) their opinions on the generated kin voices and the probe, and
3) their responses and the most relevant ideas from their co-design activity.
4.4.1 Needs, Motivations and Usage Behaviour: T1 lives alone with two cats, spends most of her
time reading and visits the gym with her sister (T2) every Friday. She works occasionally as a
committee member on a statutory board and frequently does volunteer work. The probe was placed
on her dining table near the kitchen. She chose to use T2’s voice, set nine diferent reminders on
KinVoice and played each reminder audio. One example of a reminder she set was to check emails
for replies regarding an event she organised for her volunteer work.
T2 lives with her husband and works eight hours per week as a General Practitioner. She spends
the rest of her time going to dance classes, reading and watching television (TV). The probe was
placed along their hallway table as it was a high trafc area for them and it was close to the internet
router. T2 decided to use her own voice for the probe as she felt that it would be awkward to have
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T1’s voice played in a common area where her husband could also hear it. She set ten reminders
through KinVoice and played six of the reminders. She commented that this was because it was a
‘two-step process’ to play the reminder and it was more cumbersome to do so. One of the reminders
was a daily (recurring) reminder to watch her favourite TV program. T2 seems to take a central
role in managing the home and reminding others, setting reminders for her husband to take pills,
cook dinner and feed her pet dog.
T3 works full-time at a university and as a life coach on an ad-hoc basis. Her probe was placed
on the living room TV table that was near to where she would usually work on her laptop and
close to the kitchen. She used T4’s voice, set eight reminders and played six of the audio fles.
Her reminders mainly consisted of doing outdoor tasks such as to łgo pick up the parcel from the
warehousež and łto go and buy some lettuce for dinnerž.
T4 works at a bank as a data analyst and has knowledge and interest in Artifcial Intelligence.
He used T3’s voice and placed the probe on the desk in his study room that was one level below
their living room. He set eleven reminders and asked to play the audio thirteen separate times.
When asked about this, he replayed one or two of the reminders just to hear how T3’s voice was
synthesised.
4.4.2 Opinions on Generated Voices and KinVoice: When discussing with T1 about T2’s synthesised
voice, she felt that it had elements of T2’s voice: łThere’s elements of similarityž but it sounded
łAmericanisedž. She added ł I think it sinks in unconsciously, instead of it being too jarring, it’s easier to
hear...You’re used to hearing a familiar voice. When it’s familiar, you tend to pay a bit more attention,
‘cause you’re used to it.ž We found that T2 would usually call her on Wednesday evenings; T2 would
remind her of events and initiates exercise at the gym. T1 remarked ł...in fact, today she called me to
go for a walk with her.ž Therefore, synthesised kin voice made her more attentive to the reminder
and the role of KinVoice seems to match the reminding role that T2 takes.
T2 commented on the synthesised voice: łDo I really sound like that?...our voices as we hear
them always sound diferent than when we hear it played out.ž. She added: łAt least it doesn’t sound
too Americanž and that the quality of the voice was a little slurred. When we discussed how the
generated voices could be made less slurred and more realistic through having more voice samples,
she remarked that having it more realistic łwould be very weirdž. She emphasised that potentially
having the voice too realistic might be dangerous as well and she preferred to still be able to
distinguish the diference in the voices.
T3 commented that she could recognise that the synthesised voice was T4’s voice but it was
diferent in terms of accent. Upon further thought, she said łI think it’s really clever what you’ve
done. Because you’ve taken [T4’s] voice from whatever he recorded and somehow used it in words
that you probably didn’tž. T4 continued with her point, saying łInstead of having us say a whole
dictionary of words, you’ve managed to sample us and put a bit of efect over the generated voicež .
T4 said (while smiling) that the synthesised voice of T3 łwas quite gruf and almost sounds
annoyedž, T3 interjected (while laughing), łBut that’s how I always soundž. He did note that he
could pick up T3’s intonations and it was more similar to T3 in the frst half of the message with
the second half turning into a diferent accent.
Overall, our interactions with T1 and T2 sparked implications in terms of attentiveness, role
matching and dangers of voice realism. T3 and T4 appreciated the ability to generate dynamic
content using each other’s synthesised voices using only a short voice sample.
4.4.3 Co-Design Activity: In the co-design activity, T1 and T2 thought about how they would
at times be unsure about what to cook for meals. They imagined using each other’s voices to
make suggestions for meals and having the voice interface to guide them through as they cook.
T1 recounted how one of her cats reacted to T2’s synthesised kin voice when the reminder audio
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was played. This sparked a conversation on how they could use their own voices to remotely
communicate with their pets. T1 mentioned that she could tell her cats that she would be coming
back home soon to feed them. T2 remarked that she could have her synthesised voice assist in
giving instructions to her dog when she is away from home.
In the co-design activity, T3 and T4 talked about how they had diferent routines but try to
communicate with each other their plan for the day so that they meet for activities together like
going for walks, exercising and having dinner. They thought if having a communication device
like an inter-comm that could automatically pass messages and daily plans to each other. T4 had a
thought that instead the voice interface only saying ‘‘Go to the gymž when reminding in T3’s voice,
it could be rephrased into łLet’s go to the gym togetherž to give it a feeling of a joint appointment.
Another area of interest was regarding how they often missed their daughter and granddaughter,
wishing to hear their voices more often and because they believed the synthesised kin voices
could łmake you feel like they are still aroundž (T3). T3 was interested in the occasional use of her
granddaughter’s voice to greet her or tell her a joke. They extended this idea by identifying that
their generated voices could be periodically played on the digital noticeboard in their daughter’s
home to encourage their daughter and granddaughter to call them or inform that they were thinking
of them. Like T1 and T2, T3 and T4 were adamant about user burden in having to trigger the intent
to play the reminder audio, believing that it should play out immediately when reminding: łIt’s
just the double step that puts me of doing it.ž (T3). This point on usability was a key challenge that
needs to be overcome.
To summarise, T1 and T2 ideated two new use areas for supporting meal preparation and
interactions with their pets. T3 and T4 formed ideas to support communication between themselves,
and promote communication between them and their child/grandchild.
5 DISCUSSION
From our fndings and previous research, we discuss implications for voice design and kin voice in
VUI design which we detail in this section.
5.1

Rethinking Voice Realism

Content and accent mismatches could undermine the sense of realism for generated kin voices.
The mismatch in content between what the kin would normally say and the content generated in
the VUI could lead to distrust (Study 1). Probe users (Study 2) also felt a mismatch in the perceived
accent [12] of synthesised kin voice and their pair’s (T1, T3, T4) or their own accent (T2). This
is likely due to the familiarity between the user pairs, where they are familiar with each other’s
voices. It is also likely due to the kin voices using read speech which tends to be pronounced
more formally than casual conversational speech [46]. Although it would be challenging to achieve
accent matching practically, it should be considered as it afects the sense of familiarity and hence,
the connection users might have with the VUIs.
With the advancements of voice synthesis and language models, content and accent mismatches
could soon be fully addressed. To match accents, the accent and voice qualities could frst be
identifed. Then, developers could select a more suitable voice data set to train the voice synthesis
engine. To match content, language models like GPT-3 [9] are beginning to be able to generate
speech content that is more human-like and believable. However, in a practical sense, training new
language models from new data sets would require high computational resources and might not be
scalable.
We argue that the strive for increased realism and humanness of the synthesised voices might
not be necessary in the case of kin voice VUIs. Voice impersonation attacks [47, 53] could be a
major source of misuse of kin voice VUIs where the attacker could use the synthesised voice of the
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victim’s kin to ask for important personal information, such as bank details and passwords, or trick
the victim into transferring funds to the attacker’s account. Since kin voices are more engaging
and persuasive (Study 1), people are more likely to comply when requested through such VUIs.
Attackers might even use kin voices to pass voice identifcation systems and change the victim’s
personal details. As also discussed with T2 (Study 2), over-realism would be dangerous if misused.
Therefore, the content and accent mismatch might not be bad because they make the generated
voice distinct and enable users to tell that the voice is not from the real person.
Our argument builds upon the suggestions from Cambre et al. [12] and Sutton et al. [67] to
consider reducing human-likeness of the generated voices. We add that we should consider fnding
the balance between how human-like and how robotic the generated voices should sound. The kin
voice should not be too real so as to prevent potential impersonation attacks but it should also not
be too unrecognisable or unfamiliar that the user would not apply the positive attitudes (found
from Study 1 and 2) to the VUI. Furthermore, as inspired by the diversifcation design strategy by
Sutton et al. [67], we could alternatively and deliberately use a diverse range of data sets (covering
many accents) to train a language and voice model, and build a TTS engine with a new accent. As
such, the synthesised voices from it would be ‘accent-neutral’ and might prevent reinforcement of
negative stereotypes. This strategy could be embedded in the kin voice design itself, serving as a
deterrent to the misuse and impersonation attacks while supporting diversifcation.
5.2

Use Kin Voices for Personalised Tasks

According to previous work, users expect human-like qualities from voice interfaces if they sound
close to human [13] and it has been argued that computers do not need to exhibit high realism
to be treated as social beings [52]. Our probe showed evidence to support these views (Study 2).
T1 was the most positive of the users with the system, likely because T2 usually reminds her of
things in the frst place. Therefore, the functions and qualities of KinVoice, in some way, matched
her expectations as it ‘embodied’ the persona and social role of T2. This meant that even with a
less realistic-sounding synthesised voice, T1 might have somehow perceived KinVoice as how she
would perceive T2. To an extent, this aligns with the CASA theory. In another perspective, perhaps
the familiarity between kin primes us to form human-machine social scripts [30] that are close
to human-kin scripts. The idea of supporting meal selection and preparation generated from T1
and T2 shows their need for such role matching. It also aligns with Study 1 interview results that
the scenarios were thought to be useful to use with ‘kin’ voices if there was strong role matching
(Section 3.9.7).
Therefore, our combined fndings showed that scenarios, which were personal in nature and
enabled role matching, were suitable and useful for VUIs using kin voices. Usage scenarios should
directly relate to your kin (e.g., reading messages from your kin in their voice) or match what your
kin usually does for you (e.g., your kin usually navigates you while driving). Other usage scenarios
and tasks which were factual and impersonal (e.g., reading weather information) would not beneft
much from using kin voices.
From T4’s realisation in the co-design activity (Study 2) that the kin voice from the VUI should
say łLet’s go together...ž as going to the gym was usually a joint activity between T3 and T4, we
add to our fndings on content matching that there should also be a match in the context of the
activity and the content. Inspired by the individualisation design strategy by Sutton et al. [67] and
to support role and content matching, VUIs using kin voices could ofer customisation for users to
select and match diferent voices to diferent usage scenarios or based on the context of use [12, 67]
(location, activity, etc.). We imagine interfaces where users would invite their friends to share their
voice. Each user would have multiple voice profles of friends and relatives. We acknowledge that
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this opens the potential for people to use others’ voices without consent and hence, a form of
authentication and consent process is needed.
5.3 Mix the Use of Synthetic and Real Voices If Needed
Unlike the KinVoice technology probe, the kin voices used could be real voices instead of synthesised
ones. The system could be implemented with recordings of reminders which are crowd-sourced from
friends or relatives. The use of real, recorded kin voices would be more personal and meaningful.
However, a drawback might be that your kin themselves might forget to record the reminder.
As noted by Gong et al. [31], synthetic speech is more suited for dynamic content like messages
and emails, while human voices are better suited for fxed content as it requires minimal input to
set up. They also found that both synthetic and human voices have their own set of advantages.
Users interacting with interfaces that used synthetic speech performed tasks signifcantly better,
while users who interacted with a mixed-speech interface felt that they performed better and
responded more positively. Pearson et al. [61] found that for question-and-answer VUIs, human
answers were more relevant than machine answers, and machine answers were instant while
human answers were delayed. They proposed a hybrid interface with machine-generated and
human-curated answers. As the quality and naturalness of synthesised kin voices improve over
time, synthesised and real kin voice may become indistinguishable [69]. Synthesised kin voices
may have the same efect on users as real kin voices. However, the voice and speech content from
kin may continue to be personal and meaningful as the kin has put in time, efort and thought into
recording the speech. Thus, we agree with and advocate for the combination of using synthetic
and human kin voices [31, 33] in a hybrid voice interface.
5.4 Build on Atributes of Kin Voices
Therapists, Companions and Confidants: The feelings of connection, safety and comfort that participants had while interacting with the VUIs that kin voices could make them useful as virtual
therapists and companions. VUIs could indeed act as therapists which promote self-compassion [48].
Emotional disclosure through speech could be ideal for supporting self-compassion as it resulted in
higher improvements in cognitive change, self-esteem and adaptive coping strategies compared
to disclosure through writing [26, 48]. Additionally, people have been shown to be more willing
to disclose their emotions with virtual interfaces due to the lack of judgement by them [45, 48].
People might share or disclose with VUIs with kin voices in a way that we normally would not
with the actual person. Thus, such VUIs could serve as a confdant or a way to practice saying
things before telling them to the real person. From Study 1, it might be awkward to use the VUI
when the other person is there and boring and annoying if heard too frequently. An opposing view
is that it might be fun and could boost the relationship. Kin voice VUIs could be used in private
settings in which only the individual user could interact with it and synthetic voices should be
generated in moderation. It might also work well for those who are seeking more intimacy, or to
maintain their relationship.
Notifications: Kin voices from VUIs seem to draw attention, be noticeable and be charismatic, making
them suitable for use when immediate attention is required. T1 mentioned how the synthesised kin
voice made her more attentive to the reminders and that it was easier to hear (Study 2). This aligns
with our results from Study 1 that kin voices were noticeable, persuasive and charismatic. Our
discussion with her on how it might be an unconscious process seems to be in line with a proven
and previously discussed phenomenon [67]. Tying back with the study by Bhatia et al. [7] on voice
notifcations in instructors’ and lab mates’ familiar voices, we add that kin voices could be useful for
notifcations too. Since kin voices in VUIs were also seen as persuasive and credible, notifcations
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could be issued for motivating users to form a habit or to do an activity such as exercising (Study
2).
Shared Use: In Study 2, T3 and T4 discussed how they could use their daughter’s and granddaughter’s
voices to play a greeting, say a joke, or say a reminder. T3 said that it would make her feel like
they were around. They identifed that KinVoice systems could use one of its key attributes of
telepresence (which we also found from Study 1). The ideas from T1 and T2 regarding remote
commands and communication to their pets seem to utilise this attribute as well. Therefore, the
attributes of telepresence, co-presence and social presence of kin voices could be used to support
and promote intra-family and intra-household communications and activities. VUIs playing kin
voices could help users feel like their kin are there with them and could encourage actual social
interactions between the users. Since VUIs in home settings are often embedded into the family
conversations and activities [62], KinVoice could support multi-user interactions where diferent
voices could be used depending on the identifed user(s) or activity. KinVoice could allow users
to set a reminder on one device and ask it to issue the reminder on the other device or on both
devices (Study 2). These applications would be particularly helpful when the users are physically
distant or when they miss each other, giving them comfort and reducing loneliness. As social
distancing has become the new norm, KinVoice holds the potential to help bridge this physical
distance. The idea of supporting telepresence might be applied to using voices of kin who have
passed away or for individuals with degenerate speech disorders [70]. This also helps to realise the
idea of using parents’ voices to read bed time stories to their children [58]. On a wider scope, we
could consider shared community use of the VUI such as for a public speech-based question and
answer system as seen in the work of Pearson et al. [61]. The instant machine-powered answers
could be from synthesised voices of familiar local community members. This could help improve
the users’ perception of machine answers and encourage more advice or personal queries from
their proposed hybrid machine-human respondent interface.
6 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We acknowledge that our fndings may not be representative of a wider population. Many of our
participants might be early adopters to new technology. Future studies could investigate with
people who are less familiar with technology. Moreover, our current probe explored older adults
due to the relevance of and need for reminder systems as well as to ground our work with previous
studies looking at voice interfaces [38, 42] and memory support for elderly populations [14, 15]. It
would be good to explore other pairings and age groups. Since the usage time with the VUIs is a key
factor in the development of human-computer social scripts (extended CASA) [30], longer-term
studies could be conducted.
The prompts and command-based interactions in our studies might still be non-natural and still
adhere to predetermined structures as seen in prior work [19, 22, 62]. Future studies could employ
a wider selection of prompts and commands with better-designed requests and responses [62] to
promote more natural interactions. There was a possibility that participants found out that their
study partners had also recorded their voices. They might have expected to hear their partners’
voices or suspected that one of the voices they heard was a recording of their partner. This might
have afected Study 1’s results in which partners might more positively rate the kin voices. This
risk was minimised by referring to the voices as A or B in the study session.
Accent: The synthesised kin voices kept being pointed out as sounding łAmericanisedž (T1 and T2)
or diferent from their own accent (T3 and T4). To our knowledge, the pre-trained models for the
TTS engine [40] for KinVoice were likely trained on various online-available samples [39] which
might not all contain American English samples. In future studies with more controlled conditions,
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we plan to use voice models that were trained on regional voice samples to minimise the risk of
confounding results.
Security: There was a clear user burden of having to ask KinVoice play the reminder audio instead
of the generated audio playing immediately at the reminder time, adding an extra step to the
interaction process. With an Amazon Echo device, there is no current way to avoid this step as it is
a security and privacy safeguard to prevent the automatic playing of audio that could be used for
malicious intent. It is the same case for other present-day commercial smart speaker devices like
Google Home. Developers and designers should be aware of this safeguard and potential barrier,
not only for designing for VUIs with kin voices but also for designing with VUIs on commercial
smart speakers. This issue could be avoided by using a custom-made VUI, but it may not have
the same functionality and performance of quality speech recognition and services provided by
commercial speakers. Thus, there is a trade-of between usability/function and security.
Technical: As the quality of voice synthesis technology that rely on small training sets improves
over time [65, 69], we believe that our design guidelines will still hold. In fact, it will become more
critical that we think about security and prevention of misuse of over-realistic synthetic voices.
Without facing the technical limitation of lowered naturalness in KinVoice in Study 2, we would not
have seen that a balance between naturalness and non-naturalness is needed. The open questions
worth investigating are ‘How natural should the voice be?’ and ‘At which point does the voice
sound familiar?’ Human-based verifcation combined with algorithm-based verifcation [47] can be
utilised to give naturalness and familiarity scores to the generated voices. Then, any correlation
between naturalness and familiarity may be modelled. The improvement of the quality, access, and
ease of use of the tools will make it even easier to implement the proposed applications of kin voice
VUIs. Future work could examine user perceptions on quality synthetic kin voices versus synthetic
generic voices.
Future Directions: Our research explored how voice familiarity with added factors of kinship and
friendship would be useful in VUIs. Future research could be directed toward other forms of familiar
voices with added factors such as admiration; from voices of inspirational fgures, mentors and
community leaders. We advocate potential positive applications, for example, in social robots,
virtual avatars, memory assistants, intelligent tutors and pedagogical agents. And advise caution
on controversial uses like advertisements.
7

CONCLUSION

Our work brings a new understanding of how users perceive kin voices (voices of friends and family)
in voice interfaces. We found that kin voices are engaging and comforting, promoting connection
and the feeling of safety. Further analysis revealed that kin voices are persuasive, credible and
charismatic, and any perceived eeriness, in fact, draws attention to the interface. Our fndings
suggest that synthesised kin voices should not be overly realistic but they should be recognisable
and familiar. VUIs with kin voices are benefcial for personalised tasks which match the kin’s role
and content of interactions with the kin than for general tasks. We recommend leveraging the
attributes resulting from the close familiarity of kin voices in virtual therapists and companions,
notifcations and motivation, and shared and social settings. Kin voices are exciting alternatives to
common virtual assistant voices. Our studies and discussions on such VUIs contribute insights and
guide future research on voice interfaces and voice design.
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